
  

The Incomplete Nature Of Freedomcells.org – And How To Complete It (Pt. 1/2)
Freedomcells is ONE part of the solution REQUIRED by Natural Law to change the world. As With WeAreChange, UniteAwake etc.

(Detailed On Slides With Many Book References Found On nita.one/advancedperspective)

Main 10 Reasons:

1. It surely helps people get together, but not at a mass individual-collective level (to that of a movement)

2. It surely is a step in the right direction but lacks 2 crucial aspects: Education & Representation; thus long-term and greater impact is lessened in effect, there may also 
become less investment & dedication for members in each group

3. The current structure only allows folks to make their own groups, however limited to expansion as also due to the lack of large long-term goals and interconnected groups; 
these goals may also get clouded (crowded-unclear), still statist and with a lack in rooted principle (nature)

4. Locations of select members may also be exposed to the opposing institutions; infiltration becomes easy and targets are created more easily, there may exist less emphasis 
on natural leadership arising naturally with the pre-existing integration (network)

5. The nature of the organization is dependent on folks being within groups, with no options of otherwise, such as someone still standing for a select cause and committing to 
certain actions within their own life; changing the world isn’t limited to organizational groups; best be, many different actions for one cause with public open inspiration

6. These multiple groups are often not interconnected, thus no movement actually exists, select important ideas cannot be easily acted upon. One group may decide to do 
something big in the name of freedom, but no ripple effect can occur unless other groups are somewhat on-par, and it may still be limited only to the groups, creating division 
with lack of appeal due to lack of education. While the intention for most may be decentralization, the lack of reason (education) for such will end up being the ultimate failure 
to appeal for the many more masses. The knowledge of the action being done by a freedomcell, itself, is not highlighted; the action can speak for itself, but best if the action is 

led by a central powerful idea for the world to openly see (representation) and correlate (connect with)

7. Only an organization exists, serving the purpose of bringing already-like-minded folks together, thus also preventing the active recruitment of bringing folks from the 
darkness-to-light via education. It assumes of simply bringing the aware, together, but not necessarily the aware making more aware

 8. Organizations overtime, turn into movements naturally, and such is where a structure such as NITA must come into fruition to complete the 3 main aspects: Education 
(Promotion Of Natural Law), Representation (Movement Signal-Signification Of UNITAE) & Networking (Integration Of People Done By Freedomcells); to sustain further

9. The organization is detailed well on principle and is doing more than most of the independent media type-organizations, but it will fail in it’s goal for “Once groups become 
large enough in numbers, it becomes quite possible for participants to opt out in mass and entrust to themselves the securing of their liberty.” As this possibility is dependent 

upon the other aspects (mentioned), which includes the understanding of what is liberty (nature) and themselves (nature). Progression Detailed on nita.one/steps

10. In truth, Freedomcells becomes no different from ordinary clubs or meetup groups; bringing people together is important, but people don’t become power until knowledge 
and action is applied. Nothing will truly change without the understanding of natural rights & natural law, that nature is the answer; only then, can long-term generational 
sustainability take place, because people are striking the roots with dialogue around roots, tackling the world’s biggest binding, immoral & violent belief-system (statism).
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Freedomcells 
Can Help HereYour Job Is To 

Connect The Two

Also, For The Many “Spoof” Websites Claiming To 
Be Freedomcells; This Counter-Opposition Is 

Countered Easily Within NITA With The Nature Of 
The Universal Share-Sheet Provided (The 

Foundation, Front Page “Why Join” Statements).
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